Wrath knows no borders

Revolutionary solidarity with Theofilos Mavropoulos, Spyros Dravilas and the CCF: Imprisoned Members Cell who are on hungerstrike in Greece

So far, 10 imprisoned comrades are on hungerstrike in Greece: Spyros Dravilas, 8 of the 9 Revolutionary Organisation - Conspiracy of Cells of Fire (RO-CCF) imprisoned members, as well as the anarchist revolutionary Theofilos Mavropoulos.

Spyros Dravilas is on hungerstrike from 4th April. Gerasimos Tsakalos, Panagiotis Argiropoulos, Christos Tsakalos from 8th April. Haris Hadzimihalakis, Giorgios Polidoros, Damiano Bolano from 17th April. Giorgos Nikolopoulos from 26th April. Theofilos Mavropoulos from 28th April. Olga Ekonomidou from 30th April. Michalis Nikolopoulos, imprisoned member of the RO-CCF is not on hungerstrike, but attended an Athens court date of the Revolutionary Organisation to declare a written statement of ongoing war. The other imprisoned members refuse to appear until their hungerstrike demands are met. The next trial date of the RO-CCF is on the 11th May, and the Greek State has declared that the trial will not be postponed by the hungerstrike, that the imprisoned members of the RO-CCF and their accused will remain in prison before trial, as the authorities attempt to subject them to the whims of the investigators, for the over 250 attacks claimed by the RO-CCF.

The various demands are:

1. The access to regularly leave the prison, as is stated in the repressive legislature as regards Spyros Dravilas, who has completed 1/5th of his sentence, the required time before application to have open days. Spyros is denied this leave in a vengeful gesture by the prison authorities.

2. The permanent transfer of members of the RO-CCF, Gerasimos Tsakalos and Panagiotis Argiropoulos, to where the rest of the members of the RO-CCF are. The intrusive searches and transfers that the members of the RO-CCF are subject to must cease.

3. The release of Stella Antoniou, a revolutionary anarchist prisoner who has a serious health condition.

Imprisoned anarchist revolutionaries Alexandros Mitroussias, Giorgos Karagiannidis and Kostas Sakkas who were on hungerstrike from 6th April calling for the release of Stella Antoniou and the rejection of the new fabricated judicial process against them, ended their hungerstrike on 27th April, citing a defeat, but their resolve stands firm in their struggle. Prisoners in the general population, including revolutionary comrades, showed their solidarity by refusing the prison-food.

We echo the call for an immediate initiation of an international wave of revolutionary solidarity with the hungerstrikers in the Greek prisons; the anarchist revolutionary comrades, and all the dignified prisoners who struggle against intolerable conditions for their freedom. The judicial-penal decision is reported to be already decided regarding the demands of the hungerstrikers, so it will only be a matter of time before the maneuver of the State is shown.

Let's turn every move the authorities make into a weapon that arms us, and returns our strength for the continuation of the internationalist war for a world without borders, prisons, capitalist economies and global elites.
Letter from CCF imprisoned members
Gerasimos Tsakalos and Panagiotis Argirou
declaring hunger strike

‘The tigers of wrath are wiser than the horses of instruction’ William Blake

Each of us knows that to get his life in their hands, they must refuse the dialogues and illusions of democracy and come into conflict with Power, with a knife between their teeth.

From the first moment of our imprisonment, we chose not to surrender to the dictatorship of the penitentiary system. From the first moment, the State and the antiterrorist unit’s Tagmatafalites (security battalions) sent specific commands to the prison service, in order to give special treatment both to us and the other CCF comrades.

We are already a half years in prisons. From the early days of our arrest, Gerasimos Tsakalos, was moved to Malandrino prisons and I refused to stay in the special protection ward, I got a disciplinary transfer from Corinth prisons and later, with the comrade Panagiotis Argirou, we came to verbal and physical clash with prison guards when we refused to accept the humiliating strip search they wanted to enforce on us. Also, so far we have been moved over twenty times due to emergency transfers — with special bulletproof trucks, EKAM [special suppressive antiterrorist units], special units for prison transfers, antiterrorism task forces — to and from Korydallos prisons, Athens, for the ongoing new persecutions that ‘arise’ from the terror-interrogators (Mokkas, Baltas) concerning the anarchist guerrilla action of CCF.

Currently, we are once again in Korydallos prisons due to the persecutions of the 250 incendiary and explosive attacks by the Conspiracy, persecutions which now skillfully emerged. Especially this new persecution, which takes place shortly before the general elections — as in the case of Halandri — coupled with politicians’ statements about ‘cracking down the hoodies’, is part of a wider anti-anarchist campaign initiated back in 2009; more so since, other than us, people who have NO relation whatsoever with CCF are summoned for these interrogations, including, among others, the anarchist Stella Antoniou whose applications for release on bail were denied one after the other by the judicial authorities, despite her serious health problem - facts on which we reserve the right to take a position in the near future.

Well then, patience has its limits and wrath remains infinite, so we declare that from Sunday, April 8th, we start hunger strike requesting our final transfer and placement in Koridallos prisons, to put an end to our repeated vindictive transfers and our physical and psychological wear and tear.

For us, the hunger strike is not a passive resistance or a peaceful protest, in order to elicit the sensitivity of coward bureaucrats of the Power, or the humanism of progressive apologists of the system.

It’s a way to re-define our body ourselves, outside prison guards’ authority. Perhaps this is the sweetest contradiction for an anarchist urban guerrilla, because in our fight for freedom prison is often the price we pay, and the danger of death always lurks in the struggle for life.

But what never changes is that we remain forever anarchists of praxis. An anarchist of action remains an anarchist even without a pen and a gun, if he/she holds the weapon that contains everything else. ‘A determined conscience that says, I fight until the end.’

Gerasimos Tsakalos, Panagiotis Argirou
Members of the imprisoned cell of CCF/FAI-IRF
Korydallos prisons, 6-4/2012

PS. We send our solidarity to Spyros Dravilas, who also went on hunger strike (from 4/4 in Domokos prisons) and is one of the few prisoners that do not constitute one more statistic of the passive mass ‘residing in prisons’.

Letter from CCF imprisoned member Christos Tsakalos

‘When one does not die for the other, then we are already dead’
Tasos Livaditis

I am not a humanist and therefore will not talk like a humanist. I place myself on the side of the anarchists of praxis. In the battle for a free life without leaders and minions, often a price to pay is the prison. This price has been imposed on me a year ago, since I am imprisoned—CAPTIVE by the State. Captive but not defeated; because for me, as an anarchist urban guerrilla, prison is a temporary stop but never the terminal. During this whole year, I did not allow prison to tame or to ‘correct’ me, or to subdue my body and my memory through the dead repetition of the time-jailer.

From the very first moment, however, a ceaseless psychological warfare and a special detention regime was launched against all comrades who participate in the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire.

Personally, I was led to Grevena prisons, initially ’placed’ in a protection ward (where I refused to stay and so I was removed), while I have been moved more than 20 times with emergency transfers — with special bulletproof trucks, EKAM, antiterrorism task forces, special units for prison transfers — during which I was held in the disciplinary ward of Diavata prisons and in Thessaloniki prison transfers department, each time with a twenty member police unit for ‘personal’ custody.

The truth is that I did not expect anything less from the adversary. Once we declared war against the State and its society, we knew the cost of our actions, and we remain unrepentant in our choices. This does not mean, though, that we will remain with folded hands. We owe ourselves one more fight… until the next one.

Thus, I refuse to put life in parentheses. Here, inside the prison, in the land of shadows I remain at loggerheads with the existent, its uniforms and subordinates. In this battle, without risking your life you are not even able to live your life with passion. In nowadays massive society of the State there is neither risk, nor passion. There is only fear and routine. Most people are frightened and alone; but never alive.
When one does not die for the other, then we are already dead. So, today, Sunday, April 8th, I begin hunger strike in factual solidarity with comrades Panagiotis Argirou and Gerasimos Tsakalos, who are carrying out a hunger strike demanding their transfer in Korydallos prisons and the permanent cessation of vengeful transfers from one prison to another. Remaining consistent in our words and choices as Conspiracy, this move is also a first gesture towards the creation of a political collective for symbiosis in prisons.

So, now that the [Easter] holidays are coming, now that everyone does their shopping, or cheats their poverty, in decorated streets and shop windows, we ‘offer’ hunger strike at your festive table. As anyone can understand, the hunger strike is an ultimate means of struggle. It is a battle to the death in slow motion. It is the will to live against resignation and submission. But it is something else as well. It is the mirror of society’s guilt. It is the mirror that reveals society’s silences. It is the mirror of indifference, the mirror of empty values, the mirror of resignation, the mirror of fear, the mirror of the lonely crowd… Behind the mirror there is LIFE. It is enough to break the mirror.

PS. During this same period, a hunger strike is conducted for the release of the anarchist Stella Antoniou and the termination of prosecution proceedings regarding the 250 incendiary and explosive attacks for which the CCF has claimed political responsibility, against individuals who have no association with the Conspiracy.

My support to the above requests is more than obvious.

FOR THE DIFFUSION OF FAI/IRF – FOR THE DISSEMINATION OF THE BLACK INTERNATIONAL OF ANARCHISTS OF PRAXIS

Christos Tsakalos
Member of the imprisoned cell of CCF/FAI-IRF

Letter from CCF imprisoned members
Haris Hadjimihelakis, Damiano Bolano and Gioragos Polidoro

SOLIDARITY BETWEEN ANARCHISTS OF PRAXIS IS NOT JUST WORDS

In our non-negotiable decision to turn our daily life into revolution through direct action and the anarchist urban guerrilla warfare, we began a course with a starting point but with no final stop. We made and continue to make choices which completely include our lives. We are proud of this.

Our minds travel beyond the walls of prisons, planning the new hostilities in the streets of illegality, where we lived moments of absolute freedom. Until the moment when this desire becomes reality, we continue with passion the struggle within the prison, with the means we have now.

We had declared as Conspiracy [along with the anarchist revolutionary Theofilos Mavropoulos] that if the demand of the comrades, members of our organization Gerasimos Tsakalos and Panagiotis Argirou, for their final transfer from Domokos prisons [to Korydallos prisons] is not satisfied, we will join the hunger strike they have already started since 8/4 with our comrade and brother Christos Tsakalos.

Thus, we announce that we begin a hunger strike on Tuesday 17/4 next to our comrades Gerasimos, Christos and Panagiotis, who will then be on their 10th day on hunger strike. In the struggle for dignity we will definitely be winners, at any price.

LONG LIVE THE ANARCHIST REVOLUTIONARY ORGANIZATION CONSPIRACY OF CELLS OF FIRE/FAI-IRF

LONG LIVE THE BLACK INTERNATIONAL OF ANARCHISTS OF PRAXIS

Haris Hadjimihelakis, Damiano Bolano, Gioragos Polidoro
Members of the Imprisoned Cell of the Anarchist R.O. Conspiracy of Cells of Fire

PS.1: A warm hug to comrades Eat and Billy, who have taken responsibility of their participation in the ‘Long Live Luciano Tortuga’ Cell of FAI/Indonesia sector; our unlimited solidarity to comrade Billy, who has serious health issues.

PS.2: We send our revolutionary solidarity to Spyros Dravilas, who has begun a hunger strike from 4/4 since the human-guards of Domokos deny him the days of prison leave he is entitled to for 2.5 years now. Spyros is one of the few dignified prisoners, since he has managed to keep himself outside the big waste bin of prison.

Letter from anarchist revolutionary Theofilos Mavropoulos

Because, when you attach yourself completely to achievement of a goal, it’s certain that you will succeed.

Because, when you throw yourself into the battle to the bitter end, then you’ve already won.

Because, comrades are the only people who have the right to victory.

And finally, because dignity knows no compromise.

I begin HUNGER STRIKE as a token of solidarity with the comrades Gerasimos Tsakalos and Panagiotis Argirou, with the goal of achieving their definite transfer from Domokos prisons.

NOTHING LESS THAN EVERYTHING - UNCEASING STRUGGLE TO THE END

Theophilos Mavropoulos
Korydallos prisons, April 28th, 2012
Letter from CCF
imprisoned member
Olga Ekonomidou

Announcing the beginning of her hunger strike as of 30/4:

One year and one month in prison for me.

You never forget the date of your arrest. It is a hub of forced change. It was the point where it looked like you were leaving a home, plans, equipment, ideas for actions, your strategy.

At that moment we were turned into captives of the State, and now kilometers of distance separate my comrades and I, sometimes few and sometimes many. In this brief period of imprisonment, our vindictive consecutive prison transfers seemingly impede the communication between us, and time has allied with the Power, in order to make us feel isolated. But this is not the case in reality.

What we left behind in that home were only the expendable materials, those that you easily replace with others. We constantly carry the rest in our minds and hearts, the plans, the ideas, the strategy, the emotions, the moments, more advanced, more prepared for battle. The distance and the time are of no importance; they are relative terms.

For me, it’s like I was sitting just yesterday at the same table with the rest of my comrades and conspiring against our next target. When we shared the same desire to attack the values and ideals of this rotten authoritarian world, we agreed that we will go on until the end; that we do not abandon one another, and do not retreat. The need of one of us becomes a decision for the rest of us.

On April 8th the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire decided to launch a hunger strike, demanding the definite transfer of Gerasimos Tsakalos and Panagiotis Argirou from Domokos prisons, as well as the cessation of vengeful prison transfers for the remaining members of the organization. The three of my comrades are currently on the fourth week of hunger strike, so the first serious health consequences have already occurred. And time passes by…

In the context of the predetermined strategy for beginning of hunger strike by each of us, on Monday, April 30th, I also begin hunger strike, and I fight to the end by decision.

FOREVER IN BATTLE

Olga Ekonomidou
Member of the CCF-FAI-IRF
Eleonas–Thebes women’s prisons

Letter from Spyros Dravilas

Spyros Dravilas (an inmate of Domokos prisons) is currently held in the hospital of Koridallos prisons.

THE STATE AND ITS INSTITUTIONS REVENGE THOSE WHO DO NOT SUCCUMB TO THEIR SYSTEM BY DEPRIVING THE VESTED RIGHT OF TEMPORARY LEAVE.

I begin today, Wednesday 4/4, a hunger strike, as a last legitimate means of protest, against the continuous and with ridiculous reasons, the decisions of reject made by the responsible council of the prison, to my legitimate right, to receive a regular leave, although I have completed for 2 and half years now, the required limit of one fifth of my sentence. I am sure that after my triumphant unanimous acquittal by the Mixed Sworn Court of Volos which put an end to the fabricated case which basically deprived me for 2,5 years of my right for leave, the prison of Domokos took VENGEANCE against the action of liberating a prisoner which took place in June 2006, and decided my constant deprival of my right for regular leave days despite the fact that this should be given no matter what the crime committed and the sentence given, as soon as the legal limit has been met, as long as there is no active detention and outstanding charge for a felony. With the declaration of my hunger strike I consider the management of the Prison and the juridical workers responsible for the consequences on my health and my life as well as the protection of my legal rights as a hunger striker and specifically, the survival in a special space.

TO END I STRESS THE STABILITY OF MY CHOICE FOR A HUNGER STRIKE UNTIL THE END

Spyros Dravilas

Announcement about the end of their hunger strike, by the detained anarchists Alexandros Mitroussias, Giorgos Karagiannidis and Kostas Sakkas

27/4/12

We announce that we are stopping the hunger strike we started on 6/4 demanding the lifting of the imprisonments imposed on us for previous incendiary and explosive attacks by the Anarchist Organization CCF as well as the immediate release of comrade Stella Antoniou. The first demand was denied as well as Stellas release application put in at 6/3. Objectively we were defeated since no demand was satisfied. In this action we wanted to show as a spearhead of the demands –because of our case- the pilot application of the terror law where the state attributes us with participation in 2 organizations and 4 trial briefs for the application of the terror law where the state attributes us with participation in 2 organizations and 4 trial briefs for the same time period, imprisons us and sends us to court with no legal cover.

We tried also for the comrade to be released immediately for health reasons.

To those who stood in solidarity in this attempt of ours, to those who acted at night, we tell them solidarity does not get a thank you but a raised clenched fist.

Alexandros Mitroussias, Giorgos Karagiannidis, Kostas Sakkas.
SOLIDARITY ACTIONS

Since April 6th to date, solidarity interventions as well as arson attacks and sabotages have taken place in several parts of Greece (from Heraklion on Crete Island, Athens, Livadia, Patras, Thessaloniki, to Veria and Komotini in northern Greece), but also across Europe and Latin America - From Barcelona in Catalonia, A Illa de Arousa in Galicia and Murcia of Spain, Cardiff, Bristol, Cambridge in the UK, Amsterdam in the Netherlands, Hamburg and Berlin in Germany, to Cono Sur in Chile, La Paz in Bolivia, New York in the US, and Anarchist Black Cross of Medellin in Colombia.

People get locked up in Greek prisons for more than one and a half years before even standing trial, and depending on each judicial machination, those accused of alleged crimes may be placed on remand over and over again. At great risk to their lives, some dare to continue the fight against Power. This is one of the harshest attempts of the regime to break the strong solidarity between comrades, both imprisoned and outside prison walls. We won’t let them break us. As Sofoklis Nigdelis once said from Grevena prisons, “We won’t let them break us. As Sofoklis Nigdelis both imprisoned and outside prison walls, the strong solidarity between comrades, harshest attempts of the regime to break fight against Power. This is one of the to their lives, some dare to continue the remand over and over again. At great risk of alleged crimes may be placed on each judicial machination, those accused even standing trial, and depending on more than one and a half years before in the US, and Anarchist Black Cross of Medellin in Colombia.

9 April, Athens, Greece - Special Secretariat of Public Administration and Electronic Government attacked with explosive incendiary device by Revolutionary Action. Here is an extract from the claim of responsibility: “We integrate our attack into the context of practical resistance against structures of dominance, seeking to contribute towards that end, which will lead to an ultimate deconstruction of the existent. … We dedicate this blow to the four fighters, comrades Kostas Sakkas, Giorgos Karagiannidis, Alexandros Mitroussias and Stella Antoniou, who are being held in pretrial detention since December 4th, 2010. The first three have gone on hunger strike demanding the release of the anarchist comrade Stella Antoniou on health grounds, as well as the lifting of the new vindictive prosecutions against them.”

11 April, Bristol, UK - Attack against Communications Infrastructure by Earth Liberation Front / Empowering Inferno. Here is an extract from the claim of responsibility: “We take responsibility for the attack on the communications mast on Dundry hill on 11th April, that took out five communication services and took off air BBC Radio Bristol and Jack FM for more than 16 hours, as well as disrupting Avon and Somerset Police radio communica-
the jailed eco-sabateurs Braulio and Adrian in Mexico along with Sadie and Exile in the US; and members of the Greek revolutionary organisation Conspiracy of Cells of Fire (who are now threatened with having their sentences lengthened) and the others accused in their case. For a renewed spring offensive – THE TIME IS NOW AND THE ENEMY IS EVERYWHERE.

13 April, Athens, Greece - Eurobank torched by anarchist group Conspirators against the Existent in solidarity with Stella Antoniou and the fighters on hungerstrike.

14 April, La Paz, Bolivia - Incendiary sabotage against Bank of the Andes ATM in solidarity with Stella Antoniou and the imprisoned hunger strikers, Eat & Billy - imprisoned anarchists in Indonesia- and Luciano Tortuga, injured detained anarchist in Chile. Some Wayward Nocturnals - Informal Anarchist Federation / International Revolutionary Front took responsibility.


18 April, Athens, Greece - 2 ATMs along with a diplomatic vehicle are delivered to the flames in solidarity with all the hunger strikers.

18 April, San Juan de Lurigancho, Peru – Explosive packet destroys ATM, and spray-painted slogan for Luciano Tortuga left nearby. Severino di Giovanni Nihilist Cell / FAI-FRI took responsibility and dedicated the action to the detained comrades of the RO-CCF in Greece, to the detained comrades in Italy and Chile, and never forgetting all those who fight hard for freedom all over the planet.

19 April, New York, USA - Solidarity demo at the Greek Embassy in New York by anarchists in solidarity with the hunger strikers.

19 April, Athens, Greece - Arson of vehicles of the National Telecommunications Organisation (OTE). Here is an extract from the claim: "... On 19/4 we cut with an electrical saw the shutters of the closed parking lot of OTE in Exarxia and completely destroyed all the vehicles that were there. OTE is now just a subsidiary of Deutsche Telecom. The German multinational is a colossus in the sector of telecommunications and actually is the largest company in of its kind in Europe, with a monopoly position in the international market. At the same time it is also a pioneer in control and surveillance systems. In 2008 amidst a scandal Deutsche Telecom confirmed that it had kept the information of mobile phones from 17 million of its customers. Deutsche Telecom cooperates closely with the German state and its subsidiary T-Systems has undertaken the digital telecommunications of the German police." The action is dedicated to imprisoned fighters on hunger strike and Stella Antoniou.

21 April, Athens, Greece – Sabotage of train lines in the southern suburbs. Here is an extract from the claim: "... Let's refuse the role of the participant in the silent crowds. No more postponements. Our brothers from prison threw the hatchet of war. It's in our hands to stick it in the heads of our enemies or to bury it deep in the ground. There is no time for hesitation; every minute brings a brother closer to death. ... We must make the colourful flower of solidarity blossom in the dark world of resignation and misery. With a deep breath we shall show our steel bite. Make every fucking suit and every uniformed scum wet their pants, burn the cars of the prison guards, the houses of the cops and the judges. ... With mechanisms of sabotage and counter-information we shall transform every moment into a reason for action. ... Let's blow the terror into the whole authoritarian pyramid. Let's invade the lives of those who have eyes and see and ears to hear. Open call to a cycle of sabotages. We call the groups and communities of direct action to an exacerbation of the attack in every way, with all means. We call every individual and collective that fights in the street TO ACTION!"

Informal Anarchist Federation / Fires on the Horizon took responsibility for the action and dedicated it to the imprisoned hunger strikers.

16-22 April, Belgrade, Serbia - Banners with solidarity slogans hung near the Greek Embassy and the Hellenic Foundation for Culture, as a symbolic act in struggle with the imprisoned anarchist Stella Antoniou and four comrades arrested after the demonstration of 12th February in Athens.

21 April, London, UK - Various individuals, pushed by a desire to express solidarity with our anarchist comrades on hunger strike in Greek prisons, took banners and flyers into some streets of London to celebrate the rebel values of dignity and the struggle for freedom. The area, Peckham, south London, was the scene of strong rebellion in the August 2011 riots, a struggle which they and many of the people they encountered valorize and wish to extend.

22 April, Barcelona, Catalunya - During a demonstration by 2000 people against the repression of the 29 March General Strike, comrades hung long banners in the central city square, calling for the release of Stella Antoniou and in solidarity with the fighters in Greece.

22 & 23 April, Heraklion, Crete - 10 ATMs sabotaged with glue and polyurethane in solidarity with the imprisoned fighters.

24 April, Athens & Thessaloniki, Greece - At 5pm more than 50 comrades assembled in Kapnikarea Square on Ermou pedestrian shopping street (near Monastiraki), for the scheduled soundsystem-PA gathering in solidarity with the imprisoned anarchist hunger strikers. It was a lively gathering, where thousands of flyers were thrown and more than 1,500 counter-informative texts were shared out to people. Also, comrades posted posters...
Propagating the solidarity demonstration on April 27th outside Korydallos prisons. A few hours later on the same evening, at about 20:00, a PA's gathering in solidarity with the imprisoned hunger strikers took place in the downtown area of Thessaloniki, near the Rotunda of St. George.

24 April, Athens, Greece - More than 45 comrades gathered in Kapnikarea area for the scheduled solidarity gathering for the anarchists on hunger strike in Korydallos prisons. It was a vibrant gathering where thousands of flyers were thrown, there was flyposting and more than 1500 leaflets were given out.

25 April, 5 x Prisons, Greece - From inside the prison walls, those in solidarity with the three comrades and Stella Antoniou from five different men's prisons (2nd wing of Larissa, Alkarnassos, Chios, 2nd wing of Patras, Malandrino) had stated on April 25th: 'We won't bend even if they want to exterminate us'.

26 April, La Paz, Bolivia - National Bank of Bolivia ATM burned by Some Wayward Nocturnals / FAI-IRF. "We raise our fists along with the imprisoned comrades on hunger strike in Greece. Strength, comrades Christos Tsakalos and Damianos Bolano! Strength to all those incarcerated from the social war in Chile! Affection for the comrades Marco Camenisch and Gabriel Pombo da Silva."

26 April, Thessaloniki, Greece - Late in the evening, a group of comrades made an unannounced intervention in the new city hall; they stormed the city council chamber (at the time, the organizing process for the Thessaloniki European Youth Capital 2014 was being held), chanted slogans such as 'The passion for freedom is stronger than all prisons', threw fliers all over the place, shared out leaflets and unfolded two solidarity banners for all revolutionary prisoners on hunger strike.

26 April, Athens, Greece - A sound-system PA gathering was held in the university campus of Zografou, which included distribution of thousands of solidarity texts and leaflets, flyposting and chants for all combative imprisoned hunger strikers. Also that day, a group of comrades, who were sharing out texts for the anarchists Sakkas, Mitroussias and Karagiannidis at the Court of Appeals, were bullied by large police forces. The comrades reported the incident with rage and noted that the silencing of the anarchists’ hunger strike in Korydallos prisons, the tortures during hunger strike (placing food on a 24hr time base next to hunger strikers), the falsification of medical tests, as well as the particular repressive attempt at the Court of Appeals, which aimed at blocking not just one of the many solidarity actions across Greece, but by also a series of similar incidents, show clearly the State’s choice of policy. In the current systemic crisis, the mask of democracy has fallen, and the system’s totalitarianism makes overt its appalling appearance.

27 April, Mytilini, Lesvos Island, Greece - Solidarity and anti-election short broadcast for the anarchist imprisoned hunger strikers. A solidarity initiative of comrades intervened and interrupted the 9.30pm main news bulletin on the corporate local channel ‘TV Mytilini’, which transmits over Lesvos, Chios, Lemnos islands. The banner reads: ‘STOP STARING – EVERY-ONE TO THE STREETS!’ The firstscreened text is by Stella Antoniou. Christos Tsakalos’ voice is heard during the featured audio message. The second screened text is the 9/4 declaration by CCF imprisoned members and Theofilos Mavropoulos, stating they will gradually join the hunger strike. Posters, stickers and banners come from various solidarity actions (from Athens, Thessaloniki, Igoumenitsa, to the city of Mytilini), while listed on air are the various direct actions in Greece and the world, to indicate the breadth of the solidarity.

27 April, Athens, Greece - Solidarity gathering at Eleftherias Square near to Korydallos Prison, Piraeus.

CCF Court Statement read by Michalis Nikolopoulos

CCF imprisoned member Michalis Nikolopoulos read the following political statement on the 13th day (Monday, April 2, 2012) of the 2nd ‘Halandri’ Case trial of the RO- Conspiracy of Cells of Fire. The statement concerns the destructive attack by the CCF against the home of Gerasimos Arsenis.

2/4/12

Gerasimos Arsenis is a recognized officer of authority. In his long political career he has served as minister of Economics, Defence and Education, while he has also run for the leadership of PASOK. In a few words, across from us is a person of power whose decisions contributed to the formation of today’s reality. No one can forget the infamous “Arsenis law” which showed once more, that schools are nothing more than intensive laboratories of serene and trained subjects.

Institutionalised education is a structural value for the system of authority. Its role is a node for the manipulation and construction of consciences of the young people… It is the second link after family in the chain of submission, which basically teaches the smooth integration of the individual into the social factory of authority. But Arsenic knows very well that insubordination, disobedience, the insurrection does not sit at desks, does not fit in class rooms, does not accept indications. The time when he served as minister (of education) and attempted to realize his law, he met the total black refusal of many troublemakers of the school community.

We could say a lot also about the rest of the actions Gerasimos Arsenis carried out as a institutional political officer. But its time to get to the substance. We did not attack Arsenis, Hinofotis or Katseli for their political work they produced in the past.

We attacked their choice to include themselves in the structures of political authority which is one of the founding stones of the authoritarian social machine. We did not attack the symptom, but the illness.
The austerity measures, the economic crisis, the increase in oppression, the changes in education, the economic poverty is nothing more than symptoms of the illness called Democracy. An illness which brings the existential poverty which flourishes in the metropolises of the modern western world, and the main role of which is to function as a cover-up of the monstrous machine of capitalism. Because like our organization had wrote in the communique which followed the hit on parliament: “Capitalism is the boss and democracy is the public spokesperson. We are not naive to think that three hundred ‘chosen ones’ are in charge on their own in reality. Obviously they are the balance managers, the suppliers of state checks, the ‘honourable ladies and gentlemen’.

This is why as an Anarchist Revolutionary Organization had mentioned many times in the past that we do not seek a better democracy. On the contrary, we fight democracy just like we fight every authority system. With our weapons we aim at the expressers of dominance, while at the same time with our speech we apply intense critique on every behaviour which reproduces, conserves and perpetuates the existence of the authoritarian society.

We spread the new nihilism, anarcho-individualism, in the Greek territory, as well as worldwide through the Informal Anarchist Federation and the International Revolutionary Front.

The new nihilism which will Exterminate the expressers of the system, will raise the individual from the values of submission, apathy, consumption of wage slavery, the whole spectrum of behaviours located in the larger part of the social total.

The behaviours of compromise, misery, the vanity of a silent crowd. A crowd which has learnt how to fall in love with window shopping, changing their mood with the TV remote, blaming everyone else without ever looking in the mirror and seeing their responsibilities for the world they built and conserve.

A crowd that only know how to shout when their economic interests are at stake, without even looking at the substance. The substance for real free life. A life guided by the values of respect, solidarity, friendship, understanding.

The creation of an anarchist culture which will toss away every form of authority from every human relationship.

These things sound and are in the distance.

But on the paths we take we will remain intolerant in every battle, prouder than ever. Our day will come and until the completion of our target we

\[
\text{Will Fight, Will Fight, Will Fight.}
\]

Because we know, just like you do, that insurrectionist anarchy is and will be the internal enemy of the regime. So you should be sure, all you modern inquisitors of the judicial mafia that no matter how many years you share out through your court-martials, you will never be able to imprison the ideas of the Anarchist Revolution and you will never be able to imprison the C.C.F.

Because a stream of ideas can never be imprisoned.

Revolutionary Organisation - Conspiracy of Cells of Fire / Informal Anarchist Federation - International Revolutionary Front

Catalonia:
Multiple actions of incendiary solidarity by a new generation of Anarchist Nihilist urban guerrilla

THE CITY FROM THE BOMBS WILL BURN ONCE AGAIN.

Metropolitan area of Barcelona.

Maresme Av:
- We claim the arson of two FedEx vans at 10:30 PM on February 4, 2011.
- We belatedly claim the arson of two luxury cars in the early hours of September 7-8th, 2011 at 10:50 PM.
- Also, on March 7, 2012, we claim the arson of a van of the Presegur security company.

Mare St, deu de Lorda:
- We claim the arson of an ATM on March 18, 2012 with a small molotov cocktail at 4:30 AM.

Poblenou – Work office attacked.
On March 21, 2012, in the Poblenou neighborhood, a work office was attacked, breaking the windows at 2:30 AM. Against wage torture, direct action.

Verneda – Two banks hit.
On March 22, 2012, a group of comrades at 11 PM broke the windows of two banks, one La Caixa branch and one of Sabadell Bank. Afterwards, a molotov cocktail was thrown at the ATM.

Camp de l’arpa – Church attacked.
On March 27, 2011, a church was attacked with paint bombs on the exterior, and its windows were broken with rocks at 12:40 AM.
Deeds during the general strike – March 29.
- After the riots, at around 11:40 on Balmas St, 4 trash bins were set on fire to then try to block the street.
- At 12:30 AM near Urquinaona Plaza, 3 trash bins were tipped over and set on fire to block off a nearby street.
- At 1:15 AM a La Caixa bank branch was attacked, setting fire to an ATM and breaking the windows, near Sant Jaume Plaza.
- At 2:50 AM on Joaquim Costa St, two trash bins were set on fire to block off the street.
- At 3:20 AM silicon was used to sabotage various places that remained open on the day of the strike.
- At 4 AM a Caixa Laietana bank branch was attacked near Catalunya Plaza, afterward the street was blocked with a burning trash bin.

La Sagrera – insurer attacked.
On April 2, 2012, at 3:20 AM, a group of hooded comrades busted out the windows of a bank branch, then threw a red flare inside. Then the street was blocked off.

Raval – Trash bins burned.
On April 3, 2012, at 4:50 AM, we claim the arson of 8 trash bins in the Raval neighborhood, on l'Aurora St. Seconds later, a large “WE ARE AN IMAGE OF THE FUTURE” was painted.

Hospitalet del Llobregat – CCTV attacked.
The night of April 4 from 12:30 to around 3:20 AM, in Hospitalet, specifically in the Torrassa neighborhood, various CCTV systems were attacked with poles, rope and cobblestones.

La Mina – Street blockage and attack on bank.
On April 6, at 7:20 PM, Tessàlia St was blocked off with burning trash bins and then two traffic signals were attacked to impede the normal functioning of traffic. Then, at around 12:20 AM at the same spot, a nearby bank branch was attacked and “We want Stella Free” was painted.

Nou Barris – Schools sabotaged.
The night of April 5 in the Nou Barris area, paintings were made on public institutions at around 11:50 PM; later, around 3:30 AM a private school was sabotaged with windows broken and paint bombs and also with various paintings on the outside walls.

The paintings read:
- For a self-managed, voluntary and anti-authoritarian school.
- Death to the bosses’ world.
- Against the domestication of the individual, resistance and direct action.
- Youth, if you do not fight, no one will fight for you.

Brief communiqué:
As anarchists of a nihilist tendency, we vindicate revolutionary action as a tool for our political-emancipatory project, we propose subversive urban guerrilla war as a form of struggle in the streets spaces, likewise to gain territory in our lives, in the face of the control of the authoritarian State.

We are revolutionary anarchists who reject and disregard the ranks of classic anarchism, likewise we reject the ancient strategy (an end in itself) of the accumulation of forces. We break with the old schemas and -isms, and we function by means of our iniquitude and our personal I (which we temper with collective labor in order to accomplish according to vital goals, this being a false problem and not a contradiction at all).

As youth, uprooted with expectations of wanting to free ourselves, we not only see our enemy in capitalism and the State, we also see it in the humanizing values of society, in its defense of the indefensible, therefore, we also seek to dis-articulate it. We are the uncontrollables, those who give free reign to socio-political destruction, those who see in the precarious and wild youth, in the immigrant youth and youth of lower social class, the destabilizing explosion adequate for dismantling the bosses’ world and to entomb the State, we see adequate capacity for creating a tension of civil-revolutionary war by means of the tactic of the anarchist urban guerrilla and the conflict between the oppressive State and the revolutionary youth. We are working for the articulation of a constant influence in our spaces of the streets, that can create the situation of socio-political war against civilization, of razing capitalism’s schemes to the ground, without any consideration.

We want to forge a generation of wild youth, disposed to destroy the city and the capitalist economy. From the Barcelona suburbs, we make a call to the rest of the youth for you to assume the nihilist branch of anarchism, to investigate your perceptions and to unite, under a black anti-authoritarian fist. Let’s subvert the old order. Let’s go beyond.

Reciprocal solidarity:
Although at the time the actions did not have a concrete spirit of solidarity from the start and only sought to spread revolutionary action and revolt, we want to change the initial plan and to dedicate all of these actions (except the solidarity of April 6 with Stella Antoniou) to Gerasimos Tsakalos, Panagiotis Argyrou, Christos Tsakalos, Giorgos Karagiannidis, Alexandros Mitroussias, and Kostas Sakkas who at this time have started a hunger strike. Comrades, we send you a raised fist and a fervent revolutionary greeting.

Death to social peace! For the return of terror to its gears!

Anarchist-Nihilists

Next phase:

March 6 – Barcelona metropolis
We belatedly claim responsibility for the arson of 15 trash bins as well as of 6 vehicles.
- At 2:49 AM, 3 bins were set alight on Floridablanca St.
- At 3:00 AM on Asia St, 5 bins and 3 vehicles were set alight, 2 of these belonging to the business Acsa and one luxury car.
- At 3:02 AM on Av. Marques de Santomor, 4 bins were set alight, and 2 luxury cars and a security company car.
- At 3:17 AM on the save avenue, 3 bins were burned.

On Mare St in Due de Lorda:
- On April 10 an ATM was burned with a molotov cocktail in a La Ciixa bank branch.
April 10 – Montcada and Reixac
At 3:30 AM, the windows of 6 fashion stores were damaged and attack with heavy objects, breaking all their glass.

April 11 – Torrassa
- The windows of a Caixa Penedes bank branch were struck with blunt objects at 2:50 AM, then, the street was blocked off.
- At 4:50 AM, an ATM of a Caixa Bank was burned and on the adjacent wall “Social War” was painted.

April 12 – Mercat Nou
At about 11:40 PM, a luxury car next to a Caixa Sabadell branch was burned. Minutes later, the bank branch was attacked with cobblestones.

April 13 – Sant Andreu
Between 11:50 PM and 2:40 AM, 8 fashion stores were destroyed, the (reinforced) windows struck with stones pulled from the ground and paint bombs thrown in once the windows had broken.

April 14 – Bon Pastor
At 2:10 AM, 2 excavators were damaged in a construction site. Afterwards, a telephone booth was destroyed with stones and “SOCIAL WAR” was painted on a nearby wall. At 3:12 AM, 2 trash bins were set alight.

April 15 – Carrer d’Aragó
At 2:20 AM, two molotov cocktails were thrown at a car dealership, but due to bad timing the fires did not climax as was hoped. At 3:20, paint bombs were thrown at the same dealership and the windows were broken with blunt objects.

April 16 – Raval
- At 2:30 AM, Calle de la Cera was blocked off with burning trash bins and cabinets.
- At 4:50 AM, a 1 series BMW was set on fire.

April 17 – La Sagrera
At 3:52 AM, an employment office was hit with its windows broken, then paint bombs were thrown in and some combustible was thrown in although there was not time to set fire to the office.

April 18 – Santa Coloma de Gramenet
At 4:40 AM, a church was attacked, paint bombs thrown at its exterior, as well as the windows attacked with stones taken from the ground and then a statue of the Virgin Mother in the outside garden was destroyed by hammer.

April 19 – La Mina
At 4:40 PM Tessallia St was blocked off with 4 burning trash bins and with the traffic signal destroyed in order to block the traffic. At 10:40 PM, the windows of a nearby bank branch were struck and the ATM was set on fire with a small molotov cocktail.

April 20 – Glòries
At 1:20 AM, 8 smoke bombs made in plastic bottles were thrown into a police station of the Catalan police, causing a considerable amount of smoke. Then, a street two blocks away was blocked off with a cabinet that was found there, set fire with gasoline.

April 21 – Santviçent dels Horts
- At 2:30 AM, two vans of a construction company were burned with molotov cocktails.
- At 4:40 PM, outside of a security company, a Mercedes and an Audi were set on fire, both luxury cars, whose fire caused a trash bin and a dumpster to burn as well.

April 22 – Avenida Maresme
At 4:40 PM, the Avenue was quickly blocked with 4 burning tires.

April 22 – Raval
At 4:20 AM, a bank branch near Aurora St was attacked with two molotov cocktails.

April 23 – Camp de l’Arpa
At 11:30 PM an employment office was attack with stones from the ground and once the windows were broken, paint bombs were thrown on the exterior. Then, the street was blocked off.

April 23 – Salt
At 6 AM during the time when the lamps turn off, in the dark there was a threat, outside of a local police station, two luxury cars were set on fire and then several dumpsters were overturned to then be set on fire, blocking off the street.

April 24 – Verna
At 12:40 AM a religious school was attacked with paint bombs on the exterior, the locks sealed and the windows were blown out. Destroyer schoolchildren.

Communique:
THE CITY OF THE BOMBS WILL BURN AGAIN

From religion, modern art, social relations, so-called “national culture”, traditions, to historic architecture, buildings, values and bourgeois morality, to the way we talk and connect with others, to the working day which is based on the Gregorian calendar — in a bid to extract the highest productivity of labour —, to the chronological composition of popular festivals (victories of ruling class history), we understand that everything is influenced by the capitalist order, every corner of this is evident in the lack of ideals in this gray and dead society, from the largely evident submission (at gunpoint) of capitalist society. The impossibility of any socially cohesive mass uprising by the majority of the hegemonic system is established in sleeping consciousness, and it seems paramount to destroy authoritarian relationships and dismantle their values. You cannot physically escape the clutches of Capital and the State, as well as their police and slave society (because nothing is white or black, we don’t see only an evil system, but also the consent given to it). The leftist alleged opposition schemes reproduce the values imposed from above and makes the wheel feeding back its failure of “praxis”. Sexual liberation is the sponsorship of multinational corporations and an alternative you find sold in large fashion chains.

The mandarins of social harmony speak of self-perfection, seeking to put every person in their place in this rotten world, to understand, tolerate and humanize a political-economic organization consistently violent, as is the State, using war for re-economic organization… and who waive these basic pillars of civilization, is sociologically defeated and locked in prisons.

Given all this, we have emerged spontaneously bringing biopolitical
emancipatory expectations, poor youth today, because we are the main victims of this dystopia, because we have nothing to lose. We have been deceived by the authoritarian and contradictory social project of capitalism, which promised a little stability, plastic happiness, fame, wealth, and gave us instead, neglect, deprivation, misery, boredom and social misery. This has meant that in recent decades, young people without security, uncontrollable and subversive have been the protagonists and instigators of riots demonstrating that during the current twist of capitalism, this is the proper objective analysis to advocate the destruction of the system. For us, the key figure in the revolution is the destructive amorality of the young vandal. For us, our comrades are the ones that that instead of occupying their schools and spouting reformist proclamations, decide to destroy the classrooms and burn the books. For us, our comrades are young offenders, youth gangs and criminal groups in a psychological exercise acquiring a position of social war against the totalitarian system. Hooded-up struggling against authority, trying to burn it. Our comrades are those revolutionary anarchists, those who hate authority, whose friendship has no limits. We have nothing to lose, do not have dreams, so we are dangerous.

The tension and conflict on our streets has continued to increase, the revolutionary struggle and power, with its criminal code, tries to fight back. Sabotage is judged as futile terrorism and its perpetrators are accused of belonging to armed groups. They are trying to extinguish the flame and scare comrades away... Efforts have been stepped up in the form of waves of attacks, it stands up to their repression and shows we'll not abide by their authority.... These days every day, young vandals, we answer your fear with the radicalization of our practice, to raise an opposition in the streets... all this to lead to more radical conditions, with the participation of all the comrades, this involves a revolutionary civil war between the police state and young fighters. The welfare state is dead, the fighting has resumed and this time, the "admired fighters in balaclavas and military clothing, weapons experts and equipped with Kalashnikovs" are not acting, so, not like protagonist-organizations like ETA, GRAPO or FARC, the protagonists are these young savages, problematic, uprooted, these young people from ethnic minorities and lower social classes, in a nihilistic-revolutionary cry who began to open their eyes.

No sophisticated weapons, but with the character of spontaneity and related informal relationships... and that's what really scares the powerful, the fear that was given to Sarkozy in the riots of the suburbs of Paris, like the fear Karamanlis was given in the riots in Exarchia and like the fear given to Cameron, the British Prime Minister, from the powerful young people of Tottenham. And so, we appeal to all the young people in the poorer classes, to join us with stones in their hands and smelling of gasoline, to make the streets, squares and parks, a place of cohesion, correlation of attack and emancipation of our concerns.

The Catalan government and the central government talk about the disappearance of all the people who fight back, they make laws to wipe us off the map and that only makes the voltage rise: they force us to organize ourselves better and become more effective. These idiots will receive a political defeat in their "war against the violent." Rubber bullets, tear gas, the invention of shit martial-law, tortures at the police station in Les Corts, creation of a police state, closed borders, whilst their workers are protected and hide their identities... See their reaction when children ages 13, 14, 15 & 16 years burn their homes, their offices, their possessions.

We are not the resistance, we have nothing to preserve, nothing to resist the neoliberal onslaught, economic conditions automatically and systematically enslaved us, therefore we have nothing to safeguard as resistance, however, we anarchists-nihilists attack this as urban guerrillas. There are no images of the future, do not know the future which does not exist, neither remember the past, because we hate it... we reject it all.

We join with all elements of struggle, to meet the young criminals who acquire positions of conflict against the system, focusing their anger against the bourgeois structures, with the children of immigrants constantly disobeying authority of the Western world. We seek to create incendiary meetings, informal and uncontrolled, who conspire against the world of the rich. In all, we want to organize the rage in suburbs and neighborhoods and have the ability to spread revolutionary action.

As an anarchist praxis, we focus our project on the social threat and revolutionary nihilism.

To the horror, the censorship and repression, we respond with the stress of the attacks.

THE NEIGHBOURHOODS AND STREETS BELONG TO US, GET OUT STATE OCCUPATION FORCES AND URBAN MURDERERS. AUTHORITY IS SHIT!

Mutual solidarity:

These actions are dedicated to all those in the [general] strike on March 29 who were attacked, arrested, imprisoned, judged and beaten. And this is also dedicated to all the fighters who struggle internationally in the war for freedom. Returning the warm greeting we sent and received with honor, to the brothers-comrades of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire: Christos Tsakalos and Damiano Bolano. To the bosses, wooden-headed-pigs, bankers, journalists, fascists: This is for you.

Convert the old world into flames. For suburban revolt.

Anarchist-Nihilists
Against the show-trial of Eat & Billy, proud members of Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell / FAI-IRF (Indonesia)

We received word that the sixth trial of the comrades of Billy Augustan and Reyhard Rumbayan (Eat) was held on Tuesday, April 17, 2012 in the same place, the District Court of Lahore. The trial began after being delayed for two hours with the reading of the demands of the Public Prosecutor. Through its chairman Wiwik Tria Timiti, read the charges in the form of demand for imprisonment for 3 years with a reduced prison term.

A previous session of the show-trial showed that the State and Capital want to force the Anti-Terrorism Act as a tool of repression against the rise of a new generation of anarchist urban guerrilla in Indonesia, under the name of Revolutionary Organization – Informal Anarchist Federation, Indonesian Section. However, both combatants are now being considered guilty of an arson attack against BRI’s ATMs in – Jogjakarta on October 7, 2011. Both are considered guilty of a deliberate act that resulted in a public or private property being set on fire and explosion. In the indictment, the prosecutor based his claim on the results of the investigation conducted by the police as evidenced by a dossier, but the only proof the police have is that Billy was arrested in possession of the dossier, but the only proof the police have is that Billy was arrested in possession of the responsibility claim/leaflets, at the scene of the action, while Eat is accused of being the flyer-maker and duplicator. Eat & Billy proudly took responsibility for the action as the Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – Informal Anarchist Federation – International Revolutionary Front, declaring the action as a flame of solidarity to injured anarchist-insurrectionist Luciano Tortuga, who is imprisoned in Chile for an attack against Santander Bank.

The lawyer who is appointed to stand next to our brothers Eat & Billy, declared in the trial that the State ignored the law itself by it’s denial to call the [so-called Anti-Terrorism] expert and to listen to his statement. The reason behind this clearly is another form of State repression because the judges knew that the expert will give a statement which that can put aside all the fabricated “public opinion” why our brothers must be accussed with the Anti-Terrorism Act.

Our brother, Billy also stated that the interrogators used violence to get the information from him. That all the statements signed by him is done caused by pressure by the pigs. He also said that the capture of himself showed the truth of his choice, it shows that the State (and all the tools it has) just have one single mission: to protect Capital.

Accordingly, our brother Eat made a statement that his capture by the State is “illegal” in the view of their own laws because the pigs came and captured him without the right paperwork. He showed clearly how tragic is the State and the misery of life under it. But he declared that he never wants to be trapped in the logic of laws or others similar. Eat stated that his choice always followed by consequences. That’s why he claimed the action and proudly stated he is a member of Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – Informal Anarchist Federation, Indonesian Section.

Urgent health update for Billy:

Last year in June 2011, Billy was in a motor accident. He was admitted to the hospital with a fractured skull and concussion. He left the hospital after 3 days because of misdiagnosis and poor medical treatment. After leaving the hospital he saw a specialist who stated he appeared to be alright but to IMMEDIATELY seek medical attention from a specialist if he was to have any symptoms or pain later. Now, for 2-3 weeks Billy has complained of frequent and severe headaches. He is also experiencing blurred vision and extreme pressure build-up, and his neck loses circulation from time to time. Due to these symptoms he’s having great difficulty sleeping, writing, reading and seeing, and they seem to be getting rapidly worse as time goes by. And like all of us knew that the medical care in prison is a nightmare…

That’s why we call an international solidarity and donation to help Billy.

Thanks in advance for all your support and help. Any and all donations will go directly to these medical expenses. For more information or updates on his condition please contact: sandria.k@gmail.com

To send donations please send via paypal to: demonica22@gmail.com

No Combatants Will Be Left Alone Burn Down The Prisons and Courts Long Live the R.O Informal Anarchist Federation, Indonesian Section Long Live the new generation of Urban Guerrillas

Health and strength to Billy!